U-center International
treatment center
In august 2020 U-center opens a second U-center especially for International
clients. At U-center we use a unique method to treat clients with mental health
disorders and addiction. Situated in a converted hotel, the new treatment
center is peaceful and comfortable, so clients can make a fresh start and focus
on their recovery.
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Feel at home
Located in the beautiful countryside of South Limburg, just on the border of Belgium and Germany,
U-center provides two locations where you will feel at home immediately. The two clinics are a five
minute walk from each other. Our new treatment center for internationals (English speaking clients) is
situated on a hillside overlooking the idyllic nature of the protected Geul valley (Geuldal).
Healing environment
U-center International is located in a former
hotel which has been renovated in the summer
of 2020. It is comfortably furnished, private and
peaceful so that your patients can fully
concentrate on their recovery proces. The
surroundings also play an invaluable role in that
process. A beautiful, quiet location does
wonders for our mental state. We take this into
full consideration and you can both see and feel
it on our premises.

Our facilities
Our behavioral health hospital is not only equipped with all the necessary facilities for an outstanding
treatment, but also provides many other amenities that make guests' stay more pleasurable. Our
excellent restaurant offers a menu that changes daily. Our chef creates a varied menu incorporating
fresh local products. We can also cater to dietary needs and allergies. The fitness room and lounge
provide relaxation options. Facilities such as a swimming pool and art room are available in our other
clinic on the other side of the street where we treat all our Dutch speaking clients.
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Start the U-turn
In an intensive residential programme lasting
seven weeks, we help to realize the U-turn – the
point at which your patient makes lasting
change in his mental health condition. Problems
often do not come alone but are
interconnected. U-center is an expert in treating
complex co-occurring disorders. We treat
multiple disorders in parallel. Our integrated
approach is unique and fully tailored to each
personal situation. The treatment programme is
designed so that the client can resume his role
in society again as soon as possible.
The setting of our center contributes to the
treatment programme. Our center is serene and
welcoming, in short the ideal place to start the
U-turn!

For more information, please check www.u-center.eu
or contact us via phone number +31343556400.
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